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Harnessing one of 
the forces of nature

Mitsubishi Electric can off er solutions not just for 

safeguarding water supplies, but also for safe-

guarding the communities that depend on it.

Control equipment from Mitsubishi Electric deliv-

ers reliable systems for effl  uent treatment, giving 

your company the assurance of meeting effl  uent 

discharge regulations and minimizing environ-

mental impact.

Modern water plant control systems built around 

Mitsubishi Electric control systems can help water 

companies reduce energy costs and boost opera-

tional effi  ciencies.

Controlling, managing, using - water; a resource for life
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Responding 
to change
Water is our most precious resource, and 
one of our biggest challenges. While half 
the world takes water for granted, the 
other half is facing chronic water short-
ages. And global water use is increasing at 
a rapid rate, putting ever greater pressure 
on supply and treatment infrastructure.
At the same time, the seemingly unchecked 
urbanisation of the global landscape 
and the impact of climate change have 
increased the likelihood of and our vulner-
ability to fl ooding. 

How we respond to this changing picture 
will be one of the defi ning characteristics 
of our age. Water management strategies 
have to tackle the full spectrum of drinking 
water provision and security, wastewater 
treatment and pollution control, bathing 
water quality, the management of water-
ways and reservoirs, and the provision 
of fl ood defences – all against a picture 
of increasingly stringent standards and 
legislation.

Protecting 
resources
As our water consumption continues 
to increase, water is becoming an ever 
more precious resource. The goal is to 
strengthen the water industry on a long-
term basis, balancing and reconciling the 
requirements of its stakeholders with the 
needs of nature.

How we manage and protect our water 
resources to ensure adequate provision 
and facilities to meet agricultural, urban 
and energy requirements and to preserve 
natural ecosystems will impact on glo-
bal society long into the future. Protect-
ing this valuable resource eff ectively will 
demand innovative thinking and innova-
tive engineering.

Minimising risk
Whatever area of the water industry you 
are working in, and whatever pressures for 
change you are facing, Mitsubishi Electric 
works with you to help you manage 
change and minimise risk. Trusted across 
the globe and proven across all fi elds of the 
water industry, Mitsubishi’s automation 
technology can optimise plant perform-
ance, increase availability, reduce installa-
tion and operational costs, and help you 
address not just current needs, but future 
demands.
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We’re with you every 
step of the way

 Telemetry station
Storm defences

Reservoir

Pumping station

Water treatment process: 
screening, fl occulation, fi ltration, 
sedimentation & disinfection

Clean water supply

Water supply

As an industry, the supply, collection and 
management of water resources faces 
some unique challenges. It is a resource 
many consumers almost take for granted, 
bringing pricing pressures that impact 
investment and operational costs. In addi-
tion population growth is creating new 
challenges for both water supply and 
waste water management.

Processes must operate within strict EU reg-
ulatory guidelines to maintain the safety of 
supply and protect the environment. 

Hence any company in this industry needs 
to be able to turn to a partner that under-
stands these challenges, and has the nec-
essary solutions to be able to address them 
consistently around the clock, year after 
year with complete confi dence. 

Mitsubishi Electric is such a partner.
We can off er a range of systems that have 
the necessary fl exibility and dependability 
to meet these demands, while backing it 
up with many years of experience work-
ing with customers in the water resources 
industry.

We understand the key processes involved 
in all stages of water management.
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We are also experienced in dealing with 
the associated tasks that are not directly 
related to water supply, such as fl ood con-
trol and protection of the environment in 
which the industry operates and serves. We 
leverage this expertise to develop tailored 
solutions that are easily customizable to 
meet the special needs of water industry.

This publication introduces the solutions 
we off er for all stages of water supply man-
agement. For more information, please 
contact us or our local representative. We 
will be able to put together an innovative, 
reliable and attractively-priced solution for 
you. 

Clean water

Waste water treatment: screening,
settlement, fi ltration & fi nal treatment

Consumers
Lock

Pumping station

iQ Automation Platform

An industry leading modular controller plat-
form with powerful software tools often, 
used as a central process control station. 

FR-700 Series Inverters

Optimized for pump and fan applications 
up to 630 kW, and can also provide power 
regeneration.

GOT Series HMI Units

A transparent window into any process, also 
capable of being networked.

FX Series Compact PLCs

Powerful, expandable decentralized con-
trol capability that supports protocols for 
use as a remote terminal (RTU).

MELSEC ST – Remote I/O

Highly-fl exible modular slice-type I/O ter-
minals for a wide range of input and output 
signals.
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Dependable 
control
The EU’s Drinking Water Directive and 
related member state legislation, set strict 
regulations, which Mitsubishi Electric has 
solutions for, in all process stages. With its 
fl exible modular architecture and power, 
the Mitsubishi iQ Platform is the founda-
tion of the entire system. Combining PLC 
and process control functions on a single 
backplane, iQ Platform is a highly-eff ective 
and inexpensive solution.

Powerful programming tools and software 
solutions help you to get your projects 
deployed fast. The iQ Works integrated 
development environment includes all 
the functions you need for every phase of 
the target system, from graphical system 
design and programming to the operation 
and maintenance of the system following 
deployment. The testing and simulation 
for the integrated PLC, HMI and inverter 
systems help to optimize the system and 
reduce errors. This reduces project lead 
time and cuts costs.

Using a uniform system for all processes 
increases effi  ciency and simplifi es mainte-
nance of the installed solution. 

A wide sphere 
of infl uence
The iQ Platform can interface with allmost  
all of the open network systems and pro-
tocols used in automation today. These 
advanced distributed solutions help to 
cut costs when compared to systems with 
conventional wiring, without reducing reli-
ability. Powerful diagnostics functions also 
enable fast and eff ective troubleshooting.

Collect, clean 
and supply

Maintain eff ective control over all aspects of water treatment

Ensure supply is maintained within regulatory 

boundaries
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Since water exposure is unavoidable in 
many applications, a selection of IP67 I/O 
types allows control to deployed almost 
anywhere in the plant for maximum 
fl exibility.

Networking also extends beyond just 
I/O. Virtually all our automation products, 
including inverters and HMIs can also be 
networked to meet the demands of a dis-
tributed application. The controllers can 
also be networked to enterprise IT systems 
to provide a direct connection to higher 
level reporting, monitoring and control 
systems without the risk of introducing vul-
nerable intermediary PC systems.

A window into 
the process
When it comes to process visualization, 
Mitsubishi Electric off ers what is probably 
the most comprehensive selection of HMI 
units and industrial PCs currently avail-
able. By taking advantage of the opera-
tors and service staff  can always access 
all the information and process data 
they need immediately – on site or from
a central location. Simple, user-friendly 
operation coupled with exceptional fl ex-
ibility bring transparency to the operation 
of your systems while integrated diagnos-
tics facilitate maintenance. 

The GOT 1000 series HMIs have an IP67 
ingress protection rating for reliable oper-
ation under even the most heavy-duty 
conditions.

Know-how
The fi nal part of the puzzle is a partner 
who understands the industry and has the 
expertise and resources needed to imple-
ment projects quickly and within the set 
budget. With its exceptional engineer-
ing competence and long experience in 
water industry projects both in Europe and 
worldwide, Mitsubishi Electric can make a 
key contribution to successful solutions. 

Always have the information needed, when it‘s 

needed

A wide variety of assets distributed throughout the installation can all be integrated into a single connected system.

SCADA station

Ethernet

Pump control /

Screening

Flocculation Sedimentation/

Filtration

Disinfection

Redundant

systemiQ PlatformiQ Platform

Tracking Cable

FX PLC

ST I/O ST I/O ST I/OST I/O

Inverter

Inverter

Inverter Inverter Inverter

HMI HMI HMI

Open network Open network Open network Open network 

SCADA station SCADA station
Alarm-Printer Alarm-Printer

FX PLC
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Pump Station/Screening

Flocculation

SCADA station

Ethernet

Pump control

FX PLC

Inverter

Open network

Alarm-Printer

ST I/O ST I/O

Inverter

HMI

SCADA station

Ethernet

Flocculation

iQ Platform

Open network

Alarm-Printer

 � Energy effi  cient, intelligent 

pumping

The pump station is the beginning of the 
process, it transports the water to the treat-
ment plant.

Mitsubishi Electric’s frequency inverters are  
exceptionally energy-effi  cient and provide 
dependable power and control for a wide 
range of pump sizes. They are also outstand-
ingly reliable, delivering decisive input for all 
the downstream installations served by the 
pumps.

The pumps can be controlled from a central 
location or remotely via fi eldbus networks.

Mitsubishi’s FR-F700 inverter family is 
optimized for pumping applications up to
630 kW, covering a very broad spectrum of 
application requirements. Their advanced 
Optimum Excitation Control (OEC) technol-
ogy delivers power savings of up to 60 %.

 � Economical distributed control

Following initial screening, fl occulation 
removes turbidity and discoloration. Pre-
cise metering of the fl occulants is essen-
tial to maintain tolerances and  ensure 
optimum results. Mitsubishi’s iQ control-
lers provide the reliability and fl exibility 
needed for this task. Controllers with dual 
redundant architecture are also available 
for maximum system integrity. 

Distributed remote I/Os enable enhanced 
fl exibility combined with easy connection 
to the controllers. This also helps to ensure 
optimum performance at the local meter-
ing stations.

Boosting performance and saving money

Quality control
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Filtration/Sedimentation

Disinfection

ST I/O

Inverter

HMI

SCADA station

Ethernet

Filtration Tanks

iQ Platform

Open network

Alarm-Printer

ST I/O
FX PLC

Inverter

HMI

SCADA station

Ethernet

Chemistry

Treatment

Redundant

system

Tracking Cable

Open network

Alarm-Printer

 � Maximum fl exibility

The water is transported through the fi l-
tration systems by pumps of various sizes 
which if driven by Mitsubishi inverters, 
can ensure maximum effi  ciency and keep 
power consumption low. Additionally, the 
mechanical systems required to clean sedi-
mentation sludge can be integrated into 
this control scheme, providing a seamless 
solution. Pump control for back fl ushing fi l-
ters is also easily achieved.

The modular PLC is the central control sta-
tion and the FX family of PLCs are the ideal 
choice for the local control functions: Com-
pact and powerful with extensive network 
support, FX controllers can handle all the 
tasks needed for controlling and monitor-
ing the fi ltration tanks.

 � Redundant architecture – 

high availability

Particularly high reliability is required in 
the fi nal stages of water treatment before 
delivery of the water to the consumers. 
With its failsafe redundant architecture, the 
iQ Platform controller system provides the 
reliability needed for these critical tasks. 
Real-time central logging and processing 
of the data collected by the local stations 
are also crucial for keeping the system 
eff ective and ensuring that the required 
tolerances are maintained at all times. 

The individual local metering stations com-
municate reliably with the central control-
ler system via a redundant network archi-
tecture like CC-Link IE. 

Both local or distributed control can be imple-

mented easily

Uptime when most needed
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No room for error
While providing a clean supply of water 
to the consumer is an essential process, 
dealing with the waste produced is criti-
cal. Strict regulatory requirements such as 
the Urban Waste Water Directive and the 
Bathing Water Directive provide a compli-
ance framework that is just as demanding 
as those governing supply.

You need a partner who can deliver fl ex-
ible solutions catering to the needs of 
all aspects of the process. This simplifi es 
engineering and maintenance, but also 
reduces costs. Use of standardized systems 
throughout further cuts costs by reduc-
ing both staff  training overheads and the 
number of spares that must be stockpiled.

As explained, the fl exible and modular iQ 
Platform is the heart of the  automation sys-
tem. Leveraging iQ Platform’s multiple CPU 
architecture enables you to avoid the addi-
tional engineering hours required to get 
controllers from multiple manufacturers to 
work together smoothly. The combination 
of PLC and process control functions on
a single backplane gives you highly cost-
eff ective solutions with standard products. 

Powerful programming tools and software 
solutions help you to get your projects 
deployed fast. The iQ Works integrated 
development environment includes all 
the functions you need for every phase of 
the target system, from graphical system 
design and programming to the operation 
and maintenance of the system following 
deployment. The many testing and simula-
tion functions of the integrated PLC, HMI 
and inverter systems are supported and 
help to optimize the system and reduce 
errors.

This reduces project lead time and cuts 
costs.

Waste water treatment /// Waste water treatment /// Waste water treatment /// 

Collect, clean 
and return

Eff ectively handle the mechanical, electrical and biological tasks involved in waste water treatment

Ensure discharges are maintained at required 

levels
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Reach across 
the plant
Large waste water treatment facilities 
need both networked central monitoring 
and distributed control systems. The iQ 
Platform forms the core of the Mitsubishi 
Electric network hierarchy, by off ering sup-
port for a comprehensive array of the most 
common open networks used in automa-
tion today. No matter what network types 
are in use, Mitsubishi systems can normally 
be confi gured to work with them, making 
it very easy to integrate our solutions with 
existing installations. 

Precise pump 
control
As with supply, a key application is to move 
the waste water reliably and with the low-
est energy consumption. Frequency invert-
ers like the FR-F700 get optimum perform-
ance from a wide range of pump systems. 
Their exceptional reliability make them the 
fi rst choice for unattended and remote sta-
tions. The large number of network options 
ensures that even the most remote installa-
tions can be monitored and controlled reli-
ably. Inverters are available with outputs 
up to 630kW (and even higher, if needed) 
to accommodate even the most demand-
ing requirements.

Support for the 
operators
Continuous, up-to-date information on 
all operations is essential to enable fast 
response to errors in the processes. This is 
made possible by a combination of a central-
ized process visualization system and local 
control panels, which are known as HMIs. 

The GOT touch screen HMI panels deliver 
the performance needed and are available 
with a wide choice of screen sizes for dif-
ferent processes and requirements. Here 
too, comprehensive networking support 
makes it possible for the same information 
to be made available both to the local HMI 
panels and the central control station. This 
ensures the data consistency that is so cru-
cial for really reliable operation. Our many 
strengths also include integrated multime-
dia-based help speeding up the resolution 
of malfunctions, which reduces down time; 
support for remote maintenance features; 
and optimized communications for access 
to all our controllers, frequency inverters 
and HMI panels.

Experience
Mitsubishi has many years of experience 
working with water authorities and system 
integrators in countries all over the world. 
We have the expertise you expect from a 
dependable partner and system provider 
for a wide range of waste water treatment 
applications.

Waste water treatment /// Waste water treatment /// Waste water treatment ///

A scalable, comprehensive solution for all waste water applications

Environmental protection is a key part of the 

industry‘s responsibility

SCADA station SCADA station SCADA station

Mechanical 

screening and grit 

removal

Biological treat-

ment stages

Secondary 

treatment

Sludge separation, 

sludge disposal, 

biogas collection

iQ Platform iQ PlatformiQ Platform

FX PLC

ST I/O ST I/O ST I/O ST I/O

Inverter Inverter

Inverter

Inverter

HMI

HMI

HMI

Open network Open network Open network Open network

Alarm-Printer Alarm-Printer

FX PLC
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Peace of mind

Flexible network architecture

Screening and Primary Sedimentation

Aeration

SCADA station

Ethernet

Screening/

Grit Removal

FX PLC

Inverter

Open network

Alarm-Printer

ST I/O ST I/O

Inverter

HMI

SCADA station

Ethernet

Settlement

iQ Platform

Open network

Alarm-Printer

 � Mechanical screening

Raked bar screens remove coarser and 
fi ner particles from the water. The solids 
are then removed by screw conveyors for 
drying and storage. 

Next the water fl ows through an aerated 
sand channel, where heavy solids settle out 
and are then collected, cleaned and dis-
posed of. Lighter substances are skimmed 
off  in the primary settling tanks and also 
disposed of. After this the pumping sta-
tions transport the water on to the biologi-
cal treatment stations.

All the processes are monitored and con-
trolled by PLC controllers and the net-
worked frequency inverters, which drive 
the optimized aeration pumps. In addition 
to cutting operating costs, the inverters 
have a service life of over 10 years giving an 
excellent return on investment. Integrated 
diagnostic systems enable operators to 
schedule needed maintenance well in 
advance, making planning easier and fur-
ther increasing overall reliability.

 � Biological treatment

In the activated sludge tanks agitators mix 
the biomass with the waste water. Next, an 
aeration system oxygenates the water to 
enable the bacteria to do their work. 

Mitsubishi PLCs easily control the proc-
esses and Mitsubishi frequency inverters 
drive the inlet and outlet pumps, maintain-
ing the optimum environment for the bac-
teria cultures. 
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Minimized energy consumption

Final Clarifi cation

ST I/O

Inverter

HMI

SCADA station

Ethernet

Filtration

iQ Platform

Open network

Alarm-Printer
 � Sludge separation

In this stage, the sludge is separated from 
the purifi ed waste water. Some of the 
sludge is pumped off , the rest undergoes 
further treatment. Frequency inverters are 
also used here to drive the pumps that 
maintain the fl ow rates and also the rotat-
ing sprinkler arms and sprinkler pumps 
for the trickle fi lter systems. As with other 
parts of the treatment process, the F700 
inverter is an ideal match being optimized 
for pump applications up to 630 kW.

 � Sludge disposal

The sludge collected in the separation 
stations is concentrated and the water 
removed is pumped back into the process. 
The concentrated sludge is then run into the 
anaerobic digestion tanks, where it is bro-
ken down almost completely in the absence 
of oxygen. After drying, the remaining 
treated sludge can be used as a fuel.

 � Biogas collection

After being purifi ed, the biogas gener-
ated in the digestion and fermentation 
processes can be used to produce heat
and electricity in local cogeneration 
power plants. 

Dependable control

Final treatment

 � Secondary treatment

In this stage, nitrogen and phosphorus 
based nutrients are removed from the 
water. This is followed by additional fi ltra-
tion to further reduce any possible pollu-
tion of water resources. 

All the processes are controlled by an iQ 
Platform system with a dual redundant 
architecture that prevents possible failures 
in these critical phases. 

ST I/O
FX PLC

Inverter

HMI

SCADA station

Ethernet

Final

Treatment

iQ Platform

Alarm-Printer

Open network
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Being prepared
A paradox of the water industry is that 
while maintaining supplies is critical, 
occasionally the supply itself can be the 
problem. Rare weather events, seasonal 
changes, wind and even infrastructure 
failure can lead to natural water resources 
threatening the security of the very com-
munities they serve. Aside from the obvi-
ous damage fl ooding can cause, more 
subtle eff ects such as erosion must also be 
guarded against. The water industry plays 
a key role here, deploying a wide range of 
technologies and strategies for fl ood con-
trol and prevention.

In general, fl ood control methods are con-
cerned with containing water and con-
trolling the amount and direction of fl ow. 
Hence infrastructure such as dams, weirs 
and sluices are employed. Usually a key 
challenge in applying controls to these 
applications is their wide geographical dis-
tribution; installations may be separated by 
miles along the course of a river, or widely 
spread over a watershed. Hence a solution 
needs to incorporate the necessary ele-
ments to cope with this. Mitsubishi Electric 
off ers a variety of remote communication 
solutions to meet these needs, such as 
radio modems and RTU (remote terminal 
unit) systems that are easily integrated with 
controllers such as the iQ Platform and the 
FX Family.

Flood control /// Flood control /// Flood control /// Flood control /// Flood contr

Protecting our 
communities

While water is essential to life, it must be eff ectively managed to avoid adverse eff ects.

A comprehensive fl ood control infrastructure 

requires reliable monitoring and control systems.
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A further challenge is the need to actu-
ate heavy loads presented by sluice gates 
or fl ood barriers quickly and depend-
ably. Mitsubishi frequency inverters are 
so robust that they can handle overloads 
of up to 250% for short periods, enabling 
fast response to rapidly changing water 
levels. This overload capacity also enables 
the drives to handle high starting torques 
when necessary. Centralized wireless 
architecture simplifi es system design and 
remote access further reduces mainte-
nance overheads. A PID controller is inte-
grated in the FR-F700 inverter and in many 
cases, this makes it possible to confi gure
a complete system using just the inverter 
for both the drive and control functions.

Similar criteria also apply to control of 
fl oodgates for regulation of water fl ow over 
dams and onto spillways. While dams are 
engineered to retain normal water levels, 
in fl ood conditions it is necessary to release 
the resulting additional fl ows to prevent 
dangerous conditions occurring. From
a mechanical point of view, the application 
challenges are somewhat similar; hence 
the solutions can also be applied here too.

Although locks in rivers and canals are 
not usually regarded as fl ood control sys-
tems, they are also an important part of 
the infrastructure. It was locks that made 
large-scale shipping possible on inland 

waterways, and the massive lock gates 
have extremely high starting torques that 
require very powerful drive systems. 

Aqua Control Pack
Mitsubishi Electric’s Aqua Control Pack 
helps to simplify facility development and 
reduce engineering overheads. Designed 
specifi cally for water industry applications, 
it saves both time and money. Despite its 
effi  cient standardization, Aqua Control 
Pack is also fl exible enough to cater to the 
needs of customized applications. It han-
dles the drudgery, giving your engineers 
more time to focus on the creative work. 
You can fi nd more information on the pack-
age at the end of this brochure.

rol /// Flood control /// Flood control /// Flood control /// Flood control /// Flood

Flood control system

Even distant infrastructure can still be controlled eff ectively

Central control station

Remote pumping station

Wireless
communication

Wireless
communication

HMI

Inverter

Local station

Motor

Sensor
ST-E/A
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 � Comprehensive weir solutions

An essential part of controlling the fl ow 
of water through the landscape is by 
use of weirs. While the principle of a weir 
is quite simple mechanically and from
a control perspective, the main challenges 
are power supplies and communications. 
Typically, a weir may be in a remote loca-
tion with no convenient source of power or 
communication nearby. Technologies like 
solar modules are an ideal solution here: 
they generate no additional running costs, 
have extremely low power consumption 
and are robust enough to be allowed to run 
for long periods without supervision. 

The Aqua Control Pack package includes 
a customized solution for the automa-
tion of weirs and their integration into
a remote SCADA system. Mitsubishi’s solu-
tion portfolio includes all the hardware 
and software components needed for reli-
able communication, maintaining water 
levels and positioning the mechanical weir 
components.

Mitsubishi PLCs support industry protocols 
like DNP3 and IEC 60870 along with user-
friendly function block programming for 
fast implementation. A compact PLC can 
also be used as an RTU (remote terminal 
unit) if required. Here too, the ready-to-
use function blocks signifi cantly speed up 
development.

The communications protocols can be
integrated in an existing telecommunica-
tions infrastructure, including both wired 
systems and wireless systems such as 
GSM and GPRS. The systems can thus be 
deployed in any location where these serv-
ices are available.

Finally, to address the power issues,
Mitsubishi Electric is also one of the world’s 
leading manufacturers of photovoltaic 
panels, off ering a solution for power in “off  
the grid” situations as is frequently found 
with weirs.

Flood control /// Flood control /// Flood control /// Flood control /// Flood contr

Weir Management

Typical weir or pump system

Weirs are essential for controlling fl ow

Control even remote locations

Motor

PSTN, GSM, GPRS

Modem

FX PLC with 
IEC60870 support

Inverter

HMI

Sensors
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 � Flexible pump control

As with weirs, often pump stations may be 
located in remote locations far away from 
convenient sources of communication. 
However, unlike a weir, the power require-
ments for pumping usually means a source 
of power is available. While diff erent types 
of pump may be used depending on the 
situation, from a control point of view, 
the requirements are often quite similar.
The Aqua Control Pack solution package is 
also available in a pump control version to 
provide a pre-confi gured solution for most 
pumping applications.

To maintain the link to central control sta-
tions, wireless modems are available, both 
in GSM or GPRS versions, giving a very wide 
service area. This is supported by indus-
try standard protocols such as DNP3 and 
IEC60870 being supported, insuring com-
patibility with existing systems and infra-
structure and making integration simple.

Control requirements will often fall within 
the capabilities of an FX Family PLC, which 
also has the capability to function as an 
RTU, or if required, a dedicated unit can 
be used. The pump size can vary widely 
depending on the requirements. The F700 
inverter was designed with pumping appli-
cations in mind, and off ers capacities up to 
630kW. The F700 off ers the ability to reduce 
energy usage by up to 60% by virtue of its 
Optimum Excitiation Control (OEC) fea-
ture. Hence with a designed service life of
10 years, the F700 can pay for itself many 
times over in virtually all pump applications.

Finally, if HMI capabilities are required on 
site, the GOT HMI provides a fl exible touch 
screen solution to assist maintenance staff  
with routine tasks as well as detailed sys-
tem diagnostics.a

rol /// Flood control /// Flood control /// Flood control /// Flood control /// Flood

Pump control

PSTN, GSM, GPRS

Modem

RTU

Inverter

HMI

Sensors

Motor

Alternative weir or pump system

Optimized use of energy

Powerful centrifugal pumps and other pump 

types are used to protect against fl ooding.
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The e-F@ctory 
Alliance
The e-F@ctory Alliance is the result of
Mitsubishi Electric partnering with care-
fully selected industry leading companies 
to provide solutions to specifi c industry 
applications. The partnerships address
a wide variety of diff erent industry needs, 
from IT connectivity to enterprise IT sys-
tems from major ERP vendors to specifi c 
pump and weir applications. By partner-
ing with third party companies, Mitsubishi 
Electric is able to deliver our industry lead-
ing automation technology combined with 
complementary “best of breed” solutions 
to deliver the most comprehensive answers 
to all application issues.

Fast project 
implementation

Pre-defi ned solutions allow shorter implementation and reduced cost
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Aqua Control Pack
The Aqua Control Pack (ACP) is specially 
designed for the needs of the water indus-
try. It provides support throughout the 
entire life cycle of water management 
systems, from the original idea and quo-
tation to planning, development, installa-
tion, operation and maintenance. Most of 
the tasks needed for the development and 
deployment of such systems are already 
implemented in the package. Much is pre-
confi gured, eliminating the need to write 
programs and many other time-consuming 
tasks. All you need to do is confi gure the 
parameters for your individual installation.

The ACP was developed in real installa-
tions, working hand in hand with leading 
water industry companies. As a result, it is 
already a mature, tried and tested solution 
that you can depend on.

Telemetry is a key requirement in most 
water applications and the ACP includes 
support for a comprehensive range of 
SCADA functions. This enables remote 
control and maintenance of widely distrib-
uted sites distant from the central control 
station. 

The key components of the ACP package 
include:

 � Engineering drawings for facility 
design (EPLAN)

 � Programmes for PLC, HMI and inverter 
hardware

 � Parameter settings for inverters and 
modems

 � Technical manuals

 � Quotation texts

 � Commissioning documentation

The ACP handles the following key 
functions:

 � Water level monitoring and pump 
control

 � Local testing functions for 
maintenance

 � Alarm handling

 � Remote communications (line or GSM 
for remote maintenance)

 � Data logging

Finally, key operation metrics for reporting 
are also available:

 � Operating hours counter

 � Number of starts

 � Trend graphs for power consumption, 
levels and fl ows

The end result is a pre-confi gured solution 
that reduces the design and implementa-
tion work for pump and weir applications 
by up to 80 %, while still maintaining the 
required degree of fl exibility to meet spe-
cifi c installation requirements.

Implement projects faster at lower cost
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Remote maintenance 
solutions

Remote
monitoring
Given the distributed nature of most water 
industry infrastructure, it’s essential to 
be able to monitor systems remotely. The 
Extend 7000 mobile visualization solution 
from e-F@ctory partner Schad makes inno-
vative use of mobile handset technology 
for remote monitoring. Extend 7000 keeps 
plant technicians, maintenance personnel 
and management updated on plant status 
round the clock with the popular Black-
Berry® handset, ensuring fast response 
times.

Fast response
The Extend 7000 solution uses several key 
components to provide this real time over-
view. The backbone of the system is the 
System Server, which includes the Device 
Manager and System Manager. These com-
ponents provide communications to the 
BlackBerry® wireless infrastructure while 
also exchanging information with the 
Project Server.

The Project server incorporates Commu-
nication, Notifi cation and Trend Servers, 
who collectively handle communications 
with plant equipment like the Mitsubishi 
programmable controller product line. The 
architecture uses proven Microsoft® SQL 
Server technology to operate the System 
and Project information databases and 
runs under Windows Server operating sys-
tems. This ensures easy installation, con-
fi guration and maintenance. End-to-end 
256-bit AES encryption assures maximum 
security. Extend 7000 is sold as a complete 
solution package.

Location 
independent 
access
The Extend 7000 software makes it pos-
sible to keep all personnel informed of 
equipment status and incidents in real 
time. Nearby workers are able to respond 
directly, allowing potential problems to 
be addressed before serious issues can 
develop. And since Extend 7000 includes 
control functions as well as monitoring, 
technicians can also take corrective action 
remotely when immediate site access is not 
possible.

Another important feature is the ability 
to establish remote video links with the 
solution. 

Staying in control
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Experience you 
can rely on

Mitsubishi Electric’s pedigree in the water 
industry stretches back over the past 
20 years. We have extensive relationships 
with major water utilities throughout 
Europe and have been responsible for the 
automation of some of the largest instal-
lations in the region. Our projects are reli-
ably meeting the requirements of literally 
millions of people, safely handling both 
supply and treatment needs, day in day 
out. The testimonials on this page are just
a selection of our satisfi ed customers.

 � Hamburg Municipal Waterworks 

and Sewage Treatment Plant, 

Hamburg, Germany

The plant serves 2.2 million people in Ham-
burg and is the city’s main waterworks and 
sewage treatment plant. Key requirements 
for the project included distributed archi-
tecture, high data processing capacity and 
maximum availability. The fi rm KH Automa-
tion Projects GmbH updated the sewage 
treatment plant with a new system based 
on the Mitsubishi iQ Platform, installing
a total of over 100,000 I/O points and 
around 120 controllers. 

 � Nuremburg Municipal Sewage 

Treatment Plants 1 and 2, 

Nuremburg, Germany

These two plants serve the Greater Nurem-
burg area, which has a population of 
around 1.4 million. Here too, a distributed 
architecture was essential due to the size 
of the plants. The distributed process con-
trol system installed by KH Automation 
Projects delivers the goods with the help of 
Mitsubishi’s iQ Platform. A total of around 
80,000 I/O points and 92 controllers were 
installed in this system.

 � ARA Sindlingen Sewage Treatment 

Plant, Frankfurt, Germany

"The ease of installation, especially in exist-
ing measurement and control installations, 
combined with the simple operation and 
extremely high reliability, were a major 
decision maker for Mitsubishi Electric." H.P. 
Schneider, Head of Maintenance

 � Aha Waste Management 

Association, Hannover, Germany

FR-F740 inverters used in the association’s 
water treatment plant have delivered a two 
year pay back period, while raising the effi  -
ciency of the entire plant, driving 12 rotary 
piston pumps around the clock, 365 days
a year.

 � Vestfold Intermunicipal Waterwork 

Authority, Vestfold, Norway 

"Mitsubishi products provide good quality. 
So far we have not experienced any failures 
of the iQ Platform controllers in our instal-
lation." John Hagen, Operations Manager

 � Lillevik Wastewater Treatment 

Plant, Lillevik, Norway

"Start up of the facility and staff  train-
ing went smoothly thanks to good prod-
ucts and skilled employees with in-depth 
knowledge of the industry." Sven Seierstad, 
Operations Manager

 � Alexander B¸rkle Gruppe, Electrical 

Wholesalers covering SW Germany, 

E France, Austria and Switzerland

"The uniform structure of parameters and 
menus between diff erent inverter mod-
els, combined with the simple operation, 
allows a high degree of harmonization 
across diff erent installations in a plant. Our 
installations have many satisfi ed custom-
ers, partly due to the unbeatable Mitsubishi 
reliability" Christian Beilke, Electrical Tech-
nician/Sales Staff 

Weir control system

Success at all stages
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Glossary

Aqua Control Pack: A pre-confi gured 
solution for pump and weir applications 
that permits rapid project implementation, 
supported by system documentation.

Remote I/O: Input and output devices 
intended to function as part of a control 
system while being located remotely from 
the main PLC. Provides greater installation 
fl exibility and reduces cost by reducing 
the amount of actual controller hardware 
required. Usually connected to the main 
PLC via a network.

DNP3: A dedicated communications pro-
tocol used widely in the water industry 
(Distributed Network Protocol 3)

Frequency inverter / energy effi  ciency/

regeneration: Frequency inverters regu-
late the speed and torque of electrical 
motors, for example the motors that drive 
pumps. Inverters are often used because 
they reduce power consumption, improve 
motor regulation characteristics and also 
increase reliability. The inverters of the 
FR-F700 series used in the examples in this 
brochure are designed specially for the 
needs of pump applications. 

Regenerative frequency inverter: These 
devices can further reduce power con-
sumption by feeding unused power from 
the DC bus back into the mains. Inverters 
that can transfer power in both directions 
– between the DC bus and the motor and 
from braking energy back into the DC bus 
– are referred to as four-quadrant inverters.

Harmonics: These are sinusoidal fl uc-
tuations in the power supply whose fre-
quencies are whole multiples of the 50Hz 
mains frequency (e.g. 100, 150, 200, 250 Hz 
etc.). They distort the normal sinusoidal 
mains voltage. Harmonics are caused by 
dedicated devices that do not have sinu-
soidal power consumption. Both passive 
and active fi lters are deployed to reduce 
harmonics. 

FDT/DTM: An open standard technology 
for the confi guration of fi eld devices used 
in automation technology. The FDT tech-
nology defi nes the communication and 
confi guration interface between all fi eld 
systems and host devices. The Device Type 
Manager (DTM) is essentially a driver. The 
term FDT (Field Device Tool) refers to an 
interface defi nition rather than a specifi c 
program.  

EMC: Electro-Magnetic Compatibility is 
an important objective in the design of 
electrical systems. Devices that are electro-
magnetically compatible keep electrical 
and electro-magnetic interference with 
each other to a minimum. 

Global System for Mobile communica-

tions (GSM): De-facto standard for mobile 
telephony systems. Used by remote system 
modems to maintain communication with 
central control stations.

General Packet Radio Service (GPRS):

A mobile data service using packet switch-
ing to transfer data.

HART: The HART (Highway Addressable 
Remote Transducer) protocol is a global 
standard for sending and receiving digital 
information between control and monitor-
ing devices and systems via analog lines. 

HART modules: Enable simple opti-
mized confi guration and monitoring of 
connected devices such as sensors using 
digital signals overlaid on the standard 
4-20mA loop current on legacy two-wire 
instrumentation cables.  

Human Machine Interface (HMI): A dis-
play panel that provides an indication of 
the state of a process, while also usually 
allowing operator input, often via a touch 
sensitive screen. The GOT Series is a typical 
example of a touch screen HMI. 

IEC 61131-3: A standard for PLC program-
ming. Makes it possible to write standard-
ized, reusable PLC programs and function 
blocks. 

IEC 60870: International standard defi ning 
control and monitoring communications 
for electrical power systems.

Modem: Short for Modulator/ Demodula-
tor. An electronic device which transmits 
and receives data either over wired or wire-
less links by adding digital data to an ana-
logue signal.

NAMUR: One of the central requirements 
of NE 124 is that manufacturers should pro-
vide standardized solutions to enable max-
imum inter- interoperability and exchange-
ability between systems from diff erent 
manufacturers. 

Network: An electronic scheme for com-
municating with remote devices and trans-
ferring information. Can be connected 
using cables or wirelessly. Usually reduces 
the cost of installations by decreasing the 
amount of cabling required. Typical net-
works include CC-Link IE, Ethernet and 
Profi bus.

Programmable Logic Controller (PLC): 

Electronic apparatus running a stored pro-
gram to maintain control of a system via 
monitoring the state of input devices and 
varying the state of output devices. Typical 
examples include the iQ Automation Plat-
form and FX PLC.

Telemetry: Process of monitoring and/
or controlling remote assets, typically via 
radio or telephone/data link.

Distributed process control system:

A process control system developed by KH 
Automation Projects GmbH. It is based on 
a distributed architecture and enables full 
integration with the help of Mitsubishi iQ 
Platform. It is a central engineering envi-
ronment for control systems and Mitsubishi 
iQ Platform. Implements the single-source 
principle (text and TAG name for plant iden-
tifi cation system only need to be entered 
once).
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A world of 
automation solutions

Mitsubishi off er a wide range of automation equipment from PLCs and HMIs to CNC and EDM machines

 Motion control and servos

Inverters

HMI and GOTs

Micro PLCs

EDM machines

CNC controllers

Laser machines

LV circuit protection

Robots

A name to trust
Since its beginnings in 1870, some 
45 companies use the Mitsubishi name, 
covering a spectrum of fi nance, commerce 
and industry.

The Mitsubishi brand name is recognized 
around the world as a symbol of premium 
quality.

Mitsubishi Electric Corporation represents 
space development, transportation, semi-
conductors, energy systems, communica-
tions and information processing, audio 
visual equipment, home electronics, build-
ing and energy management and automa-
tion systems, and has 237 factories and lab-
oratories worldwide in over 121 countries.

This is why you can rely on a Mitsubishi 
automation solution – because we know 
fi rst hand about the need for reliable, effi  -
cient, easy-to-use automation and control. 

As one of the world’s leading companies 
with a global turnover of 4 trillion Yen 
(approximately $40 billion), employing 
over 100,000 people, Mitsubishi Electric 
has the resource and the commitment to 
deliver the ultimate in service and support 
as well as the best products.

Modular PLCs
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Global partner. Local friend.

AUSTRIAGEVA
Wiener Straße 89
AT-2500 Baden
Phone: +43 (0)2252 / 85 55 20

BELARUSTEHNIKON
Oktyabrskaya 16/5, Off . 703-711 
BY-220030 Minsk
Phone: +375 (0)17 / 210 46 26

BELGIUMESCO D & A
Culliganlaan 3
BE-1831 Diegem
Phone: +32 (0)2 / 717 64 30

BELGIUMKoning & Hartman b.v.
Woluwelaan 31 
BE-1800 Vilvoorde
Phone: +32 (0)2 / 257 02 40

BOSNIA AND HERZEG.INEA BH d.o.o.
Aleja Lipa 56
BA-71000 Sarajevo
Phone: +387 (0)33 / 921 164

BULGARIAAKHNATON
4 Andrej Ljapchev Blvd. Pb 21 
BG-1756 Sofi a
Phone: +359 (0)2 / 817 6004

CROATIAINEA CR d.o.o.
Losinjska 4 a 
HR-10000 Zagreb
Phone: +385 (0)1 / 36 940 - 01/ -02/ -03

CZECH REPUBLICAutoCont C.S. s.r.o.
Technologická 374/6
CZ-708 00 Ostrava-Pustkovec
Phone: +420 595 691 150

CZECH REPUBLICB:ELECTRIC, s.r.o. 
Mladoboleslavská 812
CZ-197 00 Praha 19 - Kbely
Phone: +420 286 850 848

DENMARKBeijer Electronics A/S
Lykkegårdsvej 17
DK-4000 Roskilde
Phone: +45 (0)46/ 75 76 66

ESTONIABeijer Electronics Eesti OÜ
Pärnu mnt.160i
EE-11317 Tallinn
Phone: +372 (0)6 / 51 81 40

FINLANDBeijer Electronics OY
Peltoie 37 
FIN-28400 Ulvila
Phone: +358 (0)207 / 463 540

GREECEUTECO A.B.E.E.
5, Mavrogenous Str. 
GR-18542 Piraeus
Phone: +30 211 / 1206 900

HUNGARYMELTRADE Ltd.
Fertõ utca 14. 
HU-1107 Budapest
Phone: +36 (0)1 / 431-9726

KAZAKHSTANKAZPROMAUTOM. Ltd.
Mustafi na Str. 7/2
KAZ-470046 Karaganda
Phone: +7 7212 / 50 11 50

LATVIABeijer Electronics SIA 
Ritausmas iela 23
LV-1058 Riga
Phone: +371 (0)784 / 2280

LITHUANIABeijer Electronics UAB 
Savanoriu Pr. 187
LT-02300 Vilnius
Phone: +370 (0)5 / 232 3101

MALTAALFATRADE Ltd. 
99, Paola Hill
Malta- Paola PLA 1702
Phone: +356 (0)21 / 697 816

MOLDOVAINTEHSIS srl
bld. Traian 23/1
MD-2060 Kishinev
Phone: +373 (0)22 / 66 4242

NETHERLANDSHIFLEX AUTOM. B.V.
Wolweverstraat 22
NL-2984 CD Ridderkerk
Phone: +31 (0)180 – 46 60 04

NETHERLANDSKoning & Hartman b.v.
Haarlerbergweg 21-23
NL-1101 CH Amsterdam
Phone: +31 (0)20 / 587 76 00

NORWAYBeijer Electronics AS
Postboks 487
NO-3002 Drammen
Phone: +47 (0)32 / 24 30 00

ROMANIASirius Trading & Services
Aleea Lacul Morii Nr. 3
RO-060841 Bucuresti, Sector 6
Phone: +40 (0)21 / 430 40 06

SERBIA Craft Con. & Engineering d.o.o. 
Bulevar Svetog Cara Konstantina 80-86
SER-18106 Nis
Phone: +381 (0)18 / 292-24-4/5 

SERBIA INEA SR d.o.o.
Izletnicka 10
SER-113000 Smederevo
Phone: +381 (0)26 / 617 163

SLOVAKIAAutoCont Control s.r.o.
Radlinského 47 
SK-02601 Dolny Kubin
Phone: +421 (0)43 / 5868210

SLOVAKIACS MTrade Slovensko, s.r.o.
Vajanskeho 58
SK-92101 Piestany
Phone: +421 (0)33 / 7742 760

SLOVENIAINEA d.o.o.
Stegne 11
SI-1000 Ljubljana
Phone: +386 (0)1 / 513 8100

SWEDENBeijer Electronics AB 
Box 426
SE-20124 Malmö
Phone: +46 (0)40 / 35 86 00

SWITZERLANDOmni Ray AG
Im Schörli 5
CH-8600 Dübendorf
Phone: +41 (0)44 / 802 28 80

TURKEYGTS
Bayraktar Bulvari Nutuk Sok. No:5
TR-34775 Yukarı İSTANBUL
Phone: +90 (0)216 526 39 90

UKRAINECSC Automation Ltd.
4-B, M. Raskovoyi St.
UA-02660 Kiev
Phone: +380 (0)44 / 494 33 55

ISRAELILAN & GAVISH Ltd.
24 Shenkar St., Kiryat Arie
IL-49001 Petah-Tiqva
Phone: +972 (0)3 / 922 18 24

ISRAELTEXEL ELECTRONICS Ltd.
2 Ha´umanut, P.O.B. 6272
IL-42160 Netanya
Phone: +972 (0)9 / 863 39 80

LEBANONCEG INTERNATIONAL
Cebaco Center/Block A Autostrade DORA
Lebanon - Beirut
Phone: +961 (0)1 / 240 430

SOUTH AFRICACBI Ltd.
Private Bag 2016
ZA-1600 Isando
Phone: + 27 (0)11 / 977 0770

GERMANYMITSUBISHI ELECTRIC EUROPE B.V.
Gothaer Straße 8
D-40880 Ratingen
Phone: +49 (0)2102 / 486-0

CZECH REPUBLICMITSUBISHI ELECTRIC EUROPE B.V.
Radlická 714/113a
CZ-158 00 Praha 5
Phone: +420 - 251 551 470

FRANCEMITSUBISHI ELECTRIC EUROPE B.V.
25, Boulevard des Bouvets
F-92741 Nanterre Cedex
Phone: +33 (0)1 / 55 68 55 68

ITALYMITSUBISHI ELECTRIC EUROPE B.V.
Viale Colleoni 7
I-20041 Agrate Brianza (MB)
Phone: +39 039 / 60 53 1

POLANDMITSUBISHI ELECTRIC EUROPE B.V.
Krakowska 50
PL-32-083 Balice
Phone: +48 (0)12 / 630 47 00

SPAINMITSUBISHI ELECTRIC EUROPE B.V.
Carretera de Rubí 76-80
E-08190 Sant Cugat del Vallés (Barcelona)
Phone: 902 131121 // +34 935653131

UKMITSUBISHI ELECTRIC EUROPE B.V.
Travellers Lane
UK-Hatfi eld, Herts. AL10 8XB
Phone: +44 (0)1707 / 27 61 00
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